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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let C]n, b] denote the space of real valued continuous functions defined 
on [G 61, endowed with the uniform norm denoted by j/ I/. Let En(#) be the 
distance between the function f~ C[a, b] and the subspace of algebraic 
polynomials of degree at most n and let En”(f) be the distance fromfto the 
subspace of algebraic polynomials of degree at most IZ in which the coefficient 
of xB is 0. This paper is devoted to the following problem: find the functions 
YE C[a, bJ for which 
(1.1) 
Our work originated in a paper of Bak and Newman [l] on Muntz’s 
theorem. This theorem [9, p. 1971 states that the polynomials of the form 
CL, a& are dense in C[O, l] if 
0 = x, < A, < A, .*., pi A, = co and g1 $ = c~. 
In [I] the degree of convergence of such polynomials to a function 
fo C[O, I] is related to the modulus of continuity of f, w(f, e). Let X, - 
A,, > 2 in the above sequence and let E,“(j) = d(L [I, ~“1, x+:A”, . . ., &]) be 
the distance fromf to the space generated by (1, xnl, ~“2,. . , A+). Then 
for some constant M which does not depend on J”: If f(x) =x [ x - 3 1:. 
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x E [0, I], this theorem implies that E,“cf) < K/n for a constant K inde- 
pendent of 12. Indeed, let k be odd. Then 
The proof is similar when k is even. Also we know [5, p. 1711 that En(f) 3 
N/n with a constant N which does not depend on n. We conclude that, for 
every integer k > 1, 
(1.2) 
On the other hand, the classical proof of Muntz’s theorem is based on the 
formula [9, p. 1961 which gives the distance d, , in L,[O, I], between JP and 
xR1, xp2 ,a.., x~n], where pi > -4 \J i: 
Now, let P, , Qn be polynomials of degree at most n such that 
and 
We have 
II x - Q,Wll~,ro,~~ = d&, 11, x,..., ~~1). 
LY,u) = II x - Pdx)ll b II x - P.n(xk2 2 II x - Q,(x)IIL, 
1 123 n-l 
= 31/2;15g . . . ___ 17 + 2 
>,K 
n3 ’ 12 > 1, 
for some constant K independent of II. Clearly E,(x) = 0, n > 1. 
These were the observations which led us to conjecture that, given k, 
(1, 1) holds if f E CTIO, l] for Y large enough, where P[O, l] is the subspace 
of C[O, l] of r-times continuously differentiable functions. Indeed, (1, 2) 
shows thatfmust be sufficiently smooth in order for (1, 1) to hold. 
The following notations will be used throughout: If f E C[u, b] and if 
a < a’ < b’ < b, &df, [a’, b’]) denotes the degree of uniform approximation 
of f /[rL,,ar] by polynomials of’ degree at most n. We write Ilfllra,,a,~ for 
SUP,,C,‘,~‘I I fW AIs0 Pn , Qn will always stand for algebraic -polynomials 
of degree at most n. 
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II. THE PROBLEM OF COMPUTING Ee(x,J 
One of the basic tools for the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of 
E,k(-f)/E,(f) is knowledge of E,“(9). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k be an integer >,I. Then there exist positive constam 
Nk and iWfi with the following property: for every integer i: 3 1, 
The proof relies on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. {I, x3..., xk-l, x&+l,..., P}, I < k < n, is a Chebychev syster;rr 
on [O, I]‘ 
Proqf: It follows from Rolle’s theorem. 
LEMMA 2.3. Enk(9, [O, 11) = k!/! 2kTA’“‘(--1)), 1< k < n, where T,(x) = 
COS(B arcos x) is the nth Chebychev polynomial. 
ProoJ: There exist II + 1 points on E-1, I] where r,, takes the values 
+/I r, jl~-l,l~ = &l with alternating signs. So there exist II -t I! points on 
[O, I] where P,(x) = TV2(2x - 1) takes the values iI1 P, j/~~,~l = iI with 
alternating signs. It follows from Chebychev’s alternation theorem 
[4, p. 301 and the preceding lemma that En”(xkS [O, l]) = ji -(l/a,) P,(x) C 
xk _ XE II ,i[o,ll = 1 /I ak 1, where a, is the coefficient of 9 in P, , and the Lemma 
follows. 
LEbfhf~ 2.4. 
where (2k - !)!! = 1 . 3 . 5 .** (2k - I). 
Proof. : T:“‘(-I)/ ‘= 1 T;k’(l)l b ecause T,, is either odd or even, and 
T:“‘(l) equals the above product [7, p. 2261. 
Theorem 2.1 follows now from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.5. ,Let ,jz be an’integer 21. There exist positive constants ltiR 
and MJW such that, for every integer n > 1, 
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Proof. We first show that ICnk(xk, [-1, 11) < Mk/izk. Suppose that 
n = k (mod 2). Let P,(x) = (k!/Ti7’“‘(0)) T,(x). Then 
EnW, F-1, 11) < II -P,(x) + x - XII = ( T:);o), * 
?a 
Now, from the relation [7, p. 226, Eq. (47)] 
4$+‘)(O) = (m2 - (k - 1)) T:-“(O), 
and from 
I,, = (- w, G,+dO) = C-1)” m, 
we find that 
1 7$)(O)/ > K,n “, 12 3 1. 
It follows that 
m > 0, 
EnQ”, [-I, 11) < g, n > 1. 
Suppose now that n + k (mod 2). We have: 
En”(x”, [-1, I]) < E.:-,(x”, [--I, 11) d (n x;,)k 
n > 2. 
It follows that 
E,W, [--I, 11) < 2, n = 1, 2,... . (2.1) 
We now show the existence of a constant NI such that 
-%L’(-% L-1, 11) > +, n = 1, 2,... . 
Let P, , P:(O) = 0, satisfy 
II P,(x) - x II = EnW < $ , n > 1. 
Now 
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by Bernstein’s inequality. It follows that 
and 
again by Bernstein’s inequality. So we have 
by the mean value theorem and the fact that P71(0) = 0. 
Again, by the mean value theorem, 
Suppose that 
Then (2.2) implies 
We have proved that 
so that 
En+, [-I, 11) 2 +. 
We remark that we have actually proved: let P, he a sequence of polynomials 
with P;(O) = 0 and /j P,(x) - x ll[-a,nl < C/n. Then I! P,(x) - x jj[-c,,al > 
D/n (0 < a < 1). Now, let k be an integer 32 and let P, be a polynomial 
with P:)(O) = 0 and 
jl P,(x) - xk II = Eqz’(x’, t--1, II). (2.4) 
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We have, by repeatedly appIying Bernstein’s inequality, 
Kl b q- II mx) - kc- IIGl+l/r,l-ml z ... (2.5) 
b K& -0. K,-, n(n - 1) a.. (n - (k - 2)) II J?“(X) - k! x ll~-l+(~-1J/Is.l-(k-l~/leI. 
But, again by Bernstein’s inequality and (2.1), we have 
Gc II P!?‘(x> - k! x ll~-l+(s-1~lk,l-~k.-l~/lcl G 7 . 
The above remark and the fact that PA”(O) = 0 yield 
(1 P;-“(x) - k! (I _ x I 1+(le 
Dk _ l)/k,l-UC-l)/kl a -g-. (2.6) 
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) h s ow the existence of a constant A$ such that, for every 
integer n > 1 and for k > 2, 
Eyak(Xk, [-1, 11) > 2. (2.7) 
By (2.3), (2.7) is also true for k = 1. The proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let a < b and either a = 0 or b = 0. Let k be an integer 
21. Then there exist constants Mk , Nk such that 
$ ,( Enk(xk, [a, b]) < $ , n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Suppose a = 0. The polynomial P,(x) = T,(2x/(b - a) - 1) has 
the alternation property (cf. proof of Lemma 2.3) on [a, b] and (1, x,. .., xg-l, 
xk+l s-*-3 P} is a Chebychev system on [a, b]. The proof of Lemma 2.3 shows 
that EmB(xli, [a, b]) = k!/l P:“(O)\ and Pi”(O) = (2”/(b - a)““) TF’(- I). The 
theorem follows by Lemma 2.4. The proof is similar if b = 0. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let a -=c 0 < b. Let k be an integer 21. Then there exist 
constants AG!~, Nk such that 
3 < Enfi(xk, [a, b]) < $ , n = 1, 2,... . 
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.5 shows that our assertion holds for an 
interval [-a, a] (a > 0). The theorem follows from the relation 
where a: = min(l a j7 / b \j and /3 = max(l a 1) ! b 1). 
Remark. If 0 $ [a, b], then En”(xl”, [a, bJ) -+ 0 as IZ ---f co, at an expo- 
nential rate. Indeed (1, x,..., &I, x%+l?..., x”) is a Chebychev system on 
[a, b]. Consider the polynomial P,(x) = T,(2(x - a)/(b - Q) - I). If G > 0 
or b < 0 (and a < b), then - 1 < -I - 2a/(b - a), and our claim reduces 
to estimating T(“) at that point. From the fact that T,(X) = cosh(n arc cash X) 
for x > 1 [6, p. 51, we see that T,I”‘(a) grows exponentially for ; 2 i > 1. 
The assertion follows. 
Let us notice that a good asymptotic majorant of EAk(xL, 10, 11) could have 
been derived from a proof of Muntz’s theorem [8], or by using methods of 
functional analysis [2, p. 1251. However, these techniques do not yield a good 
minorant which will be needed. Moreover, these techniques do not seem to 
yield any information on E,z’i(xk, [-I, I]). 
III. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF E,“i(j)/E,(f) 
The theorems of Section II and knowledge of the behavior of the derivatives 
of polynomials of best approximation [3] will be our tools in the investigation 
of this problem. 
The pm-pose of this article is proving the following four theorems. (In this 
section, f and g are not polynomials.) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k be atI integer 31 and letfg C?“[a, b], where u = 0 oi 
b = 0, andf(“)(O) + 0. Then 
Move precisely, there exists a constant M which depszds only on a, b and k 
such that, for every integer n > 2k, 
En’%f 1> M 
E,(f)’ En--plc(f(‘zh”) ” 
This theorem cannot be improved in the sense that: 
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THEOREM 3.2. For every integer N > 0 there exists aftrnction g E C’“[a, b], 
a = 0 or b = 0, such that 
THEOREM 3.3. Let k be an integer 21 nndletf E C?[a, b], where a < 0 < b 
and j(k)(O) + 0. Then 
More precisely, there exists a constant M which depends only on a, b and k 
such that, for every integer IZ > k, 
E,,“(f) > M 
-Em-’ E+k(f’ki’) . 
This theorem cannot be improved in the sense that: 
THEOREM 3.4. For every integer N > 0 there exists a function g E c”[a, b], 
a < 0 < b, such that 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f E CL[a, b], k > 1, let ak = f (“)(0)/k! and let ank: be the 
coeficient of X~ in the polynomial of degree at most n of best approximation to 
f OFZ [a, b]. Then 
Enk(f) > - 1 anfi - a, 1 Enp(xk) - I&~) -I- I a6 I E,“(x’). 
Proqf. From the definitions of E,(f), Enk(f) and anp we obtain 
Enk(f(x) - a,,7cx7G) 1 E,(f(x)). Now 
E,“(-akxk) = E,k(-akx7; + f(x) -j(x) + a,“x” - a?,V) 
< &“(f(X) - ankXb) + Enk((ank - ak>xk> f Ei”(f(x)) 
< E,(f(x)) + / an’ - ak 1 ~$&“(~k) + Enk(f(x))- 
The lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Theorem 2.4 in [3] implies the eAxistence of S, , 
independent of II, such that 
1 a,l” - ak 1 < skEn--plcCf(2k)), n > 2k. 
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By Theorem 2.6 we know that there exists an iVk independent of II such that 
So, by Lemma 3.5, 
But lim,,, En+,Jz(f(ik)) = Cl and ap + 0. Hence 
En”(f) > Rk _ 1 
Uf 1 n’“E,(f) ’ 
12 > 1: (3.1) 
for some Ri: independent of n. Since f E P[a, E], Jackson’s theorem 
[4: p. 1271 implies that 
So we have 
As [2, p. 391 there exists a constant K such that, forf6 C[a, b], 
the theorem follows from (3.1). 
Proof. Let anh be as in Lemma 3.5. Then 
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [3] imply that 
[ ank [ < Mkn2k-Nw (ftN), A). 
Thus 
-G”(f) GSY> .f-JW( f (N), l/n) 
n-%J(f (NJ, l/n> ’ n--NW(f(N), l/11) + ‘MkNk n2k~z-N,(fcN), l/n) - 
But by Jackson’s theorem [2, p. 391, E,nCf)/n-N~Cf(N), l/n) is bounded. 
The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let g(x) = (x - (b - a)/2)N 1 x - (b - a)/2 I. It 
is known [7, p. 4101 that 
On the other hand, 
by the preceding lemma. Theorem 3.2 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Theorem 2.8 in [3] implies the existence of S, 
independent of 12, such that 
I an ’ - ak / < JS,E,-,C~(~)), n > k, 
where ank: and a, are as in Lemma 2.5. By Theorem 2.7 we know that there 
exists an Nk: , independent of II, such that 
Hence, by Lemma 3.5, 
-&“(f > > -l _ skNkkk(fck)) + Nk 1 ak / 
-Em’ n’-Uf > nkE,Cf>’ 
But lim,,, E,-kcf(k)) = 0 and ak f 0. Therefore 
(3.2) 
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Since f 5 Clz[a, b], Jackson’s theorem implies 
so that we have 
(3.2) and the relation 
complete the proof. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f E CN[a, b], N > 0, a < 0 < 6. Sqypose rhar 
/f(“)(x) -f@‘)(y)/ < K 1 x - y lE, 0 -c E < 1, x, y E [a, b]. Let k be m 
integer 2-N +- 1. There exists a constant Kk s’ati@ing 
Proof. Let ank: be as in Lemma 3.5. We have, as in the proof of Lemma 3.& 
Theorem 3.4 in [3] implies that 
because, by Theorem 2.7, 
But by Jackson’s theorem, E;Ecf)/n- No is bounded. The lemma follows. 
Proof qf Theorem 3.4. Let g(x) = xN 1 x I. We have 
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On the other hand, by the preceding lemma, 
PV. A REMARK AND A CONJECTURE 
The relation 
where anit is as in Lemma 3.5, and the remark following the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 show that 
iffE C[a, b], 0 $ [u, b], &cf) 3 I/P* for all n 3 1, C > 1 and a < 1. 
We make the following conjecture: iffE C[- 1, I] and if f’ does not exist 
at some interior point of [--I, 11, then 
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